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Ryan is scared to use the potty. When Ryan's parents consider him to visit Dr Gold, she
engages his imagination with the story of Expenses the Coyote's messy house. He's afraid to get
a poop because he's afraid it's going to hurt. She also displays him what happens inside the
body, and explains how different foods make using the potty easy or hard.
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This book is a game changer!! We have had a calendar year of pooping issues that seemed
to you need to be getting worse and worse. It would consume an entire day time or two once
it became too hard to carry it anymore.!!! Our extremely smart, headstrong 3-1/2 yr old was on
day 4 since her last BM when this publication found its way to the mail. We browse it together
and talked about the tiny boy in the tale on the way. She and "Ryan" have become similar! She
completely comprehended the analogy of "cleaning up the trash" and actually enjoyed the
diagrams. I believe he can relate with the tiny boy in the book and he likes being able to know
how everything works. We agree that this is a very wordy story for .. I'm still in awe. so we
browse the book once again. I'm a happy mother without poopy undies for almost two weeks
now. This book is definitely magic. and she marched into the bathroom (by herself because she
could do it! High Praise throughout.!!! It worked! Odd book This book is weird and actually
made my daughter’s fear worse. odd but valuable i like this since it gave my kid the words to
say how she was feeling and a little path on what comes next (doctor appointment, the
program on how to fix the problem).!!! Helpful book for coping with a frustrating problem
Certainly i am jinxing it simply by writing this review, but this publication has been very helpful
for us in working with a very frustrating problem, and my toddler has actually been asking to
read it every night. I'm totally impressed with this publication. I bought this reserve after about
2 months of fighting my newly potty trained 2 1/2 year previous to poop on the potty rather
than in her undies. Don't get me wrong, she'd try but she was too scared to actually go- every
poop was uncommon, and a combat that would result in tears and pooped undies. I acquired
this book in a small amount of desperation, we examine it twice to my poor constipated
preschooler, and now she "reads" it to herself at least one time a day. Since scanning this
publication I've gotten her to proceed potty at her grandma's house, and all I have to do is
say "do you want to please try and go poop for me personally?" AND SHE Moves! I don’t know
if it’s because of the book or not really, but after getting the publication on a Thursday, he
previously success that Sat, Mon and Tues, which really is a HUGE improvement for all of us.
She's so proud of herself, not to mention since shes much less constipated its significantly less
frightening and the cycle continues once and for all.!.!. She's a happy kiddo with a less grumpy
stomach.) and was completely effective! His parents come to visit him and so are disappointed
that his house is filled up with trash This book is just OK. Once again, we don’t understand how
this proved helpful (the story is extremely weird) but as the reviews say. I also discovered the
physician character's story a little challenging for a child for connecting to. She tells Ryan (her
patient who's scared to poop) a long-winded tale of a fox who matures, moves from his
personal, and stops looking after his home. His parents come to visit him and are disappointed
that his home is filled with trash, which motivates him to clean up and manage his life again. So
consider that for what it’s worthy of, but if you are as desperate as we were, this book reaches
least worth a go. i did think it's just a little odd (why was the physician using a tale starring a
coyote? My daughter adored it- helped her feel like she is not really the only person with
poop problems. I think the author almost had a hit with this one. Far too advanced for my
almost three-year-old EDIT: Okay, We had to edit this post because literally the next day, my
child had no issues with pooping - no buildup, no fear, Nothing at all, and he says it is
because the publication helped! This is a kid who cry and work around the room, desperately
trying to carry the poop back.. Save your valuable sanity and just purchase this book when
you have a stubborn pooper!5 years old), so the wordiness wasn't the problem. This content of
the words, however, seemed too advanced for him.! He's terrified of pooping in his pull-up,
aside from on the potty. Which means this is definitely better geared toward young children,



not toddlers. You're money won't go down the toilet with this book. She declared herself the
"boss of her body" and tried again on the potty with some success! The “plan” by the end was
also useful.! The doctor then transitions back again to her individual and clarifies how poop
may be the trash our body doesn't require and how we need to let it out. I would recommend
this reserve to anyone who's kiddo hold it, fights the procedure, or is just plain scared to go. I
have no problem with that, but couldn't the fox have already been a kid with a messy room
that would have to be cleaned? the story made feeling as a metaphor but perform
preschoolers make that leap? and the coyote? who owns a cat?) (and just why did it point out
the main character liked dinosaurs for about 1 sentence rather than mentioned again? She's
no problems using public restrooms or going in other bathrooms any longer either. The
narrative is normally lengthy and disjointed. my child made me read it 3 times the 1st time she
heard it, and we've go through it every evening since, about 3 weeks straight now. she's 4 and
has no issue sitting through a publication of the length, but children who can't stand reading
may lose interest. LOLI have a sophisticated toddler (already completed 1,000 Books Before
Kindergarten at 2. Everyone in the house celebrated with her and she place a little purple
superstar on her behalf calendar to track her progress (after performing a hilarious "I'm the
boss of my own body" dance throughout the house).! For instance, they took about using pull-
ups occasionally if you're afraid to poop on the potty, but my child isn't using the potty yet.
My husband and I don’t know how this worked nonetheless it did! Our child was fully potty
qualified and about 8 weeks ago she became scared to poop in the potty. We attempted
everything between asking doctors and her daycare companies but we were all stumped!
We’ve tried bribing her with toys, ice cream... She asks to read it frequently and actually pays
interest and interacts with the tale. Yet, nothing! She loves books so we started looking for a
poop publication and found that one. Seriously, the very first time we read it to her she ran to
the potty and pooped! She's pooped in the potty each day since with no accidents! None! i
think it just needed an editor. It really is just a little wordy and long for a preschooler.. Helped
our 2 calendar year old with poop anxiety My 2. it appears to work for little ones! THANK YOU
SO MUCH FOR THIS Publication!!! Two moths of regression actually ended the first time reading
this! Teaches your child to go to the bathroom without any issues. Nice book Excellent- helped
my 4-year-old better understand her chronic constipation. Most children listening to this story
aren't going to connect to a messy grownup who lives by themselves. Get to the point already
I see the analogy of the book---about how holding your poop is comparable to a messy home
that needs to get washed, but this continues on and on that my child shed interest, and I
needed it to be over. I believe this would become better if it had been shorter and moreover.
With all that said, my four year old still hasn't pooped in the toilet..5 year old had a very hard
time pooping on the potty after understanding how to pee easily. He had a lot of panic. After
trying multiple different things we eventually bought this reserve and within 2 times he was
pooping by himself without issues. Wouldn’t recommend. However the overall message greatly
helped our boy. I think the most amazing part of this book can be that it acknowledges the
fear/pain that some children experience with BMs and calls for their desire to control their body
and educates and empowers them into having a far more functional / successful control over
themselves and the procedure.) but if other children are going through this, i believe the book
is valuable to provide a little explanation plus some words for his or her feelings. Only negative
factor is it is just a little wordy and we'd to shorten the story and skip some web pages to keep
his interest. A couple hours later her tummy ache was back again as was the all as well familiar
look of panic... We agree that this is a very wordy story for small kids, but somehow my 3 year



older loves it. everything! After that, we visited the store and she chosen foods that create
softer poops. Even then we would spend hours back and forth on the potty with tears, tummy
aches, crying, bargaining, bribing, apologies, guarantees, several icky "accidents," an
agonizing irritated bum, and lastly a poo that was bigger than anyone else's inside our house
- by far!! I may’t believe it but this publication worked 100%! We've been coping with my 3
calendar year old pooping in his underwear and may not understand this fixed. This
publication instantly worked for all of us! Hope it works for you!
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